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Abstract

An effective optimization approach to the inverse design problems of complex fiber Bragg grating filters is developed

in the present paper. Based on a multi-objective evolutionary programming (MOEP) algorithm, the proposed method

can efficiently search for optimal solutions and simultaneously take into account various requirements of the designed

filter. To improve the efficiency of the MOEP based algorithm, an adaptive mutation process is proposed and verified.

One of the advantages of the proposed optimization method is the capability to impose additional constrains on the

desired coupling coefficient, which ensures the convenience and possibility for actually fabricating the designed devices

with the commercially available photosensitive fibers. To verify the effectiveness of the proposed method, an optimal

narrowband dispersionless fiber Bragg grating filter for DWDM optical fiber communication systems is designed. We

successfully demonstrate that complicated dispersionless FBG filters with short grating lengths and smooth dispersion

profiles can be obtained by using the proposed algorithm.
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1. Introduction

Due to the increasing demand for transmission

capacity, the channel spacing of two adjacent

DWDM channels has been as small as 100/50 GHz
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and there are still some proposals to reduce it
further down to 25 GHz, limited only by the bit

rate. For such small channel spacing, it is not easy

to build narrow-bandwidth OADM/MUX/DE-

MUX filters that can separate different channels

with small cross-talks and large usable bandwidth

ratios. The fiber Bragg grating (FBG) technology

is one of the available technologies that can meet

the required performance [1,2]. By employing the
powerful inverse design methodology [3,4], it is
ed.
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possible to design dispersionless FBG filters that

have a flat group delay profile. The designed FBGs

that can achieve the best performance are typically

multi-phase-shifted FBGs with complicated pro-

files and long lengths. Special UV exposure setups

are thus required to fabricate these FBG devices
with the targeted performance.

In the literature, most of the reported results

on the design of dispersionless FBGs are based on

the layer-peeling (LP) inverse scattering algorithm

[3,4]. Although theoretically FBGs with sharp

reflectivity edges and required dispersion charac-

teristics can be inversely synthesized by using the

LP algorithm, however in practice there are still a
number of disadvantages for designing a high

standard dispersionless FBG filter by using this

approach if special care is not taken into account.

These include the required grating length is typi-

cally long for narrowband designs and the spatial

grating profiles are complicated. Especially for

designing a strong grating with finite grating

length, the synthesized LP coupling coefficient
may need to be truncated in order to fit the pre-

given grating length. This process is known to

degrade the grating spectral response substan-

tially. In a recent reference [5], a LP based two-

stage design approach has been developed for

apodizing the synthesized coupling coefficient. A

3-cm dispersionless FBG with 99.9% reflectivity,

0.4 nm bandwidth, and a very smooth group
delay profile (or dispersion profile) has been

demonstrated. This provides one possible solution

to overcome the difficulties mentioned above

within the framework of the layer-peeling

approach.

In the present paper we want to propose and

demonstrate another possible solution for over-

coming some of the design difficulties mentioned
above. We have successfully designed narrowband

dispersionless FBG filters by using a multi-objec-

tive optimization approach based on evolutionary

programming (EP). The EP method is an impor-

tant branch of the evolutionary algorithms (EAs),

which are probabilistic search algorithms gleaned

from the organic evolution process. Compared to

the existing genetic algorithms (GA) for FBG
synthesis [6], the EP algorithm only uses the mu-

tation process of continuous variables and does
not use the binary coding and crossover processes.

Such a simpler algorithm seems to help solving

complex problems in a higher convergence velocity

as well as with a higher reliability. We have suc-

cessfully utilized this EP algorithm to design a

single-stage long period grating EDFA gain flat-
tening filter for the entire C-band, in which the

transmission spectrum of the designed filter is the

only target to be optimized [7]. In the present pa-

per, we further extend the EP algorithm in such

a way that it can handle synthesis problems

involving multi-objective optimization. This is

particularly important for designing optimal dis-

persio-nless FBGs for which both the reflectivity
and dispersion spectra have to meet the required

performance. As common to optimization ap-

proaches, our EP method has the advantages of

making the design results more practical by im-

posing additional constrains. With these advanta-

ges, in this paper we are able to demonstrate that

an optimal dispersionless FBG with a 0.2 nm

bandwidth can be realized with a grating length of
4 cm. We believe this is the first demonstration

that the designed results of dispersionless FBGs

from the optimization approach indeed can

achieve excellent performance.
2. Analysis of FBG filters

In our work the well-known transfer matrix

method (TMM) is applied to solve the couple

mode equations and to obtain the spectral and

phase responses of the fiber grating filters [8]. The

grating length is divided into m uniform grating

sections and each section is described by an ana-

lytic transfer matrix. The transfer matrix for the

entire grating structure can be obtained by multi-
plying the individual transfer matrices:

Eað0Þ
Ebð0Þ

� �
¼ T1 � T2 � � � Tk � � � Tm

EaðLÞ
EbðLÞ

� �
: ð1Þ

Here Ea and Eb represent the forward and back-

ward complex electrical fields, and Tk is the
transfer matrix of section k. By applying the

boundary condition EbðLÞ ¼ 0, the complex re-

flection coefficient r defined by
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r ¼ Ebð0Þ
Eað0Þ

ð2Þ

can be readily obtained. The group delay time s for
the light reflected from the grating can then be

calculated according to

s ¼ � k2

2pc
dh
dk

: ð3Þ

Here, h is the phase of r, k is the wavelength and s
is usually given in units of picoseconds.

The dispersion D (ps/nm) defined as the deriv-

ative of the group delay with respect to the

wavelength can also be calculated:

D ¼ ds
dk

¼ � 2pc

k2
d2h
dx2

: ð4Þ
3. Multi-objective evolutionary programming

(MOEP) algorithm

Evolutionary programming was one of the
techniques in the field of evolutionary algorithm.

It has been well accepted that EP is a powerful

and general global optimization method which

seeks the optimal solution of optimization

problems by evolving a population of candidate

solutions through a number of generations or

iterations [9–11]. In recent years, there has been

growing interest in solving multi-objective opti-
mization problems using evolutionary ap-

proaches [12,13]. It is due to the fact that most

of the real-life design problems will typically

involve multiple objectives which have to be

optimized simultaneously. In general, a general

multi-objective minimization problem can be

expressed as follows:

min y ¼ f ðX
*

Þ ¼ ðf1ðX
*

Þ; f2ðX
*

Þ; . . . ; fqðX
*

Þ; qP 2;

ð5Þ

subject to X
*

¼ ðx1; x2; . . . ; xnÞ 2 X; ð6Þ

Y ¼ ðy1; y2; . . . ; yqÞ 2 Y ; ð7Þ
where X
*

is called the decision variable vector, X is

the parameter space, Y is the objective vector, and

Y is the objective space.

Theoretically, there are many approaches to

solve the multi-objective problems [12]. In a plain
aggregating approach, the multiple objectives are

often artificially combined, or strategically ag-

gregated, into a scalar function according to

some understanding of the problem. In this way,

by optimizing a combination of the objectives,

one gains the advantage of producing a single

compromise solution which simultaneously mini-

mizes or maximizes different criteria. This is
the approach we are going to use in the present

paper.
4. Synthesis of narrowband FBG using MOEP

algorithm

The stochastic mechanism and evolutionary
process of the MOEP algorithm used in this paper

for synthesizing the optimal dispersionless fiber

Bragg gratings can be briefly described as follows.

Starting from a population of N ‘‘individuals’’

(parent), a new set of N individuals (offspring) is

generated through some selection rules and an

adaptive mutation process. This set of offspring is

then used as the parents for next iteration. Since
the main objective of FBG synthesis is to find a

grating coupling coefficient profile jðzÞ that pro-

duces the corresponding reflectivity and dispersion

profiles as close as possible to the desired targets,

the ‘‘individual’’ in the EP algorithm thus natu-

rally corresponds to the coupling coefficient func-

tion jðzÞ of the FBG. For numerical purposes, the

whole grating will be discretized into m uniform
sections and jðzÞ can be represented by a vector j

*
.

To reduce the complexity of the designed results,

we will constrain j
*

to be real in the optimization

procedure. The precise procedure we use to im-

plement the multi-objective EP algorithm can be

stated as follows:

Step 1. Generate a parent set of N coupling co-

efficient profiles j
*
i; i ¼ 1; 2; . . . ;N , by selecting

the value of their components randomly within

a preset range.
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Step 2. Calculate the reflectivity and dispersion

spectra for each j
*
i using the coupled-mode

equation model.

Step 3. Find the error functions for each j
*
i and

evaluate the performance of each j
*

i.
Step 4. Check if the target performance is

reached for any j
*
i in the parent set.

Step 5. If the target is not met or the number of

generations is less than the pre-specified con-

stant, apply the elitism and roulette wheel selec-

tion processes to the parent set to generate a set

of ‘‘healthier’’ individuals.

Step 6. Apply the mutation process to create a
new set of N individuals from the ‘‘healthier’’

set in step 5. Go to step 2 and use the new set

as the parent set.

To complete the description of the MOEP al-

gorithm, we then need to define the error func-

tions and explain how the selection and mutation

processes are implemented. One of the natural

choices for the error function is given below,
where the absolute values of the deviations from

the targeted reflectivity or dispersion spectrum

are summed over all the ‘‘desired’’ spectral

points:

ERðj
*
iÞ ¼

Xn

‘¼1

jRðtargetÞ
‘ � R‘ðj

*
iÞj; ð8Þ

EDðj
*
iÞ ¼

X
‘: in-band

jDðtargetÞ
‘ � D‘ðj

*
iÞj: ð9Þ

In the above equations, ‘ is the index for the

spectral point, n is the total number of spectral

points in the whole spectral window, RðtargetÞ
‘ and

DðtargetÞ
‘ are the target reflectivity and dispersion,

R‘ðj
*

iÞ and D‘ðj
*
iÞ are the calculated reflectivity

and dispersion corresponding to the individual

j
*
i, ERðj

*
iÞ and EDðj

*
iÞ are the error functions for

the reflectivity and dispersion, respectively, and

ERðj
*
iÞ and EDðj

*
iÞ are the functions to be min-

imized at the same time. The error function for

dispersion is only summed over the spectral

points in the stop-band. In order to perform the
multi-objective optimization algorithm more

smoothly, we also introduce the following nor-

malized error functions:
�ERðj
*

iÞ ¼
ERðj

*
iÞ

1
N

PN
i¼1

ðERðj
*

iÞÞ2
� �� �1=2 ; ð10Þ

�EDðj
*

iÞ ¼
EDðj

*
iÞ

1
N

PN
i¼1

ðEDðj
*

iÞÞ2
� �� �1=2 ; ð11Þ

�Etotðj
*
iÞ ¼ ½WR � �ERðj

*
iÞ þ WD � �EDðj

*
iÞ�: ð12Þ

Here the original two error functions are nor-

malized with respect to their root mean square

values over the whole ‘‘individual’’ set and a

‘‘total’’ error function is defined as a weighted

mean of the two normalized error functions. Such

a normalized error function has the advantage
that the relative magnitudes of �ERðj

*
iÞ and �EDðj

*
iÞ

will not differ too much even the original parent

set is chosen randomly. We find that this prop-

erty can greatly help the stochastic search to

converge smoothly. The WR and WD in (12) are

two weighting factors for �ERðj
*
iÞ and �EDðj

*
iÞ, re-

spectively, their values are set to be 0.5 in our

simulation and can be adaptively adjusted if
necessary. In this case, �Etotðj

*
iÞ is an aggregated

objective function combining the two defined

objectives, �ERðj
*
iÞ and �EDðj

*
iÞ. With these defined

error functions, the selection process is similar to

the probability method described in our previous

paper on single-objective optimization [7]. How-

ever, in this study the concept of elitism is applied

to further improve the efficiency. That is, the best
individual j

*
i in the parent set will be directly

selected as a new individual in the next genera-

tion without going through the mutation process.

Also the normalized error function in (12) is used

in order to have a smoother convergence. The

mutation process is similar to the continuous

variable perturbation method described in [7]. In

order to improve the overall efficiency of the al-
gorithm and achieve better final accuracy, in this

study j
*

i is kept real and an adaptive mutation

process is utilized as shown in the following ex-

pressions:

j
_

i;j;k ¼ ji;j;k þ Dji;j;k; ð13Þ



Fig. 1. Flow chart for the multi-objective evolutionary algo-

rithm used in the present work.
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Dji;j;k ¼ A� ERðj
*
iÞk

1
N

PN
i¼1

ERðj
*

iÞk¼1

� �
0
BBB@

1
CCCA

22
6664

þ EDðj
*
iÞk

1
N

PN
i¼1

EDðj
*

iÞk¼1

� �
0
BBB@

1
CCCA

23
7775

1=2

� ri: ð14Þ

In the above equations, ji;j;k and j
_
i;j;k are, respec-

tively, the individuals in the parent and offspring

sets of the kth generation, Dji;j;k is the perturbation

for the jth component of the ith coupling coefficient

vector j
*
in the kth generation, ri is a randomnumber

between )1 and 1, A is a weighting factor for the

mutation, ð1=NÞð
PN

i¼1ERðj
*
iÞk¼1Þ and ð1=NÞ ð

PN
i¼1

EDðj
*
iÞk¼1Þ are, respectively, the average error values

of reflectivity and dispersion calculated from the

first generation of coupling coefficients, and k is the
generation number. ERðj

*
iÞk and EDðj

*
iÞk are, re-

spectively, the values of reflectivity and dispersion

errors obtained from the individuals in the kth
generation. By using the proposed adaptive muta-

tion and elitism selection scheme, the magnitude of

the mutation perturbation decreases smoothly

along with the values of ERðj
*

iÞ and EDðj
*
iÞ

throughout the evolution process.

To have a clearer picture about the proposed

MOEP algorithm, a flow chart is shown in Fig. 1.

A comparison of our EP algorithms for the single-
objective [7] and multi-objective optimization

cases is also given in Table 1.
Table 1

Comparison of the single- and multi-objective EP algorithms

Examples LPG EDFA gain flattening filters [7]

(single-objective optimization)

Number of targets 1

Targets � Desired transmission spectrum

Error functions ET ðj
*
iÞ ¼

Pn
‘¼1jTtarget;‘ � Ti;‘j

Fitness functions F ðj*iÞ ¼ 1

ET ðj
*
iÞ

Selection process Roulette wheel selection algorithm

Mutation process Adaptive with single fitness value: F ðj*iÞ
5. Design results and discussions

To demonstrate the effectiveness of the algo-

rithm, we design an ideal narrowband dispersion-

less FBG filter that has a bandwidth of 0.2 nm and

a grating length of L ¼ 4 cm. Such a FBG filter

will be very useful for DWDM systems with small
FBG dispersionless filters for DWDM OADM

(multi-objective optimization)

2

� In-band zero-dispersion

� Desired reflectivity spectrum
�Etotðj

*
iÞ ¼ ½WR � �ERðj

*
iÞ þ WD � �EDðj

*
iÞ�

F ðj*iÞ ¼ 1
�Etotðj

*
iÞ

Roulette wheel with elitism selection algorithm:

� Keep the best j
*
i for the next generation

� The j
*
i with higher F has higher probability to be chosen

Adaptive with multiple actual error values: ERðj
*
iÞ and

EDðj
*
iÞ (Eq. (14))
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channel spacing. The designed Bragg wavelength is

set to be kC ¼ 1550 nm and the target reflectivity

coefficient spectrum is chosen to be rðdÞ ¼ffiffiffi
R

p
� exp½�ðd=3:8450Þ�, where d (cm� 1) is the de-

tuning parameter. We divide the grating into

m ¼ 20 uniform sections and the optimal coupling
coefficients for these sections are stochastically

searched by the procedure stated above. Here, we

set n ¼ 241, and the weighting factor for the pro-

posed mutation scheme, A is set to be 0.01 (cm�1).

The typical evolution error-curves of the reflec-

tivity spectrum and the in-band dispersion profiles

using the proposed algorithm are shown in Fig. 2.

From the results, it is obvious that the two ob-
jectives ERðj

*
iÞ and EDðj

*
iÞ can be readily mini-

mized at the same time when the proposed

adaptive mutation process is utilized.

In Fig. 3 we show the simulation results of the

target and designed reflectivity spectra from dif-

ferent methods and with different grating lengths.

From the figure it can be clearly seen that the

proposed MOEP algorithm can achieve better
spectra even with a short grating length of 4 cm. In

comparison, when the layer-peeling algorithm with

direct truncation is used to meet the same design

target, the spectral performance is much poor if

the same 4 cm grating length is used. This is due to

the truncation effect in the synthesized LP cou-

pling coefficient. In Fig. 4 we show the calculated

dispersion profiles for the above design cases and
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Fig. 2. Error evolution curves for the in-band dispersion and

reflectivity spectra profiles.
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Fig. 4. Dispersion profiles from different methods and with

different grating lengths.
also for a Gaussian-apodized FBG. It can be ob-
served that a nearly ideal dispersionless spectral

profile can be obtained by using the MOEP algo-

rithm with a 4 cm grating length. In comparison,

even when increasing the grating length up to 20

cm, the result from the LP algorithm with direct

truncation still produces larger ripples, even

though its performance on spectral sidelobes is

acceptable now as shown in Fig. 3. However, if the
new two-stage LP design algorithm with apodiza-

tion is used, we expect comparable performance

may be possible, given with the demonstrated ex-

cellent results in [5] (3-cm dispersionless FBG with



Table 2

Comparison of the CPU time for the EP and LP algorithms

Designed methods for the designed example CPU time

EP (4 cm) with 20 sections, n ¼ 241 1–4 h

LP (4 cm) with N ¼ 800, M ¼ 1600 12 s

LP (20 cm) with N ¼ 4000, M ¼ 8000 3 min 20 s

Here N is the number of layers and M is the number of

spectral points in the LP algorithm.
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99.9% reflectivity, 0.4 nm bandwidth, and a very

smooth group delay profile). In Fig. 5 we show the

simulation results of the corresponding coupling

coefficient profiles for the studied example. The

designed profile from our EP method is piecewise

uniform with the number of sections equal to 20,
which is roughly the minimum number of required

sections for this design example to meet the re-

quired performance. Our design may also have

some advantages for actually fabricating these

designed devices by using a state-of-art step-scan

FBG exposure system that can expose the FBG

section-by-section with nm position accuracy on

the step-scan [14]. During the optimization we
have also constrained the maximum allowable

coupling constant to be 5 cm�1 so that the de-

signed results can be practically implemented with

the available photosensitive fibers.

It is well known that the EP optimization

method seeks the optimal solution of the optimi-

zation problems by evolving a population of can-

didate solutions through a number of generations
or iterations. Therefore, the complexity of the al-

gorithm mainly depends on the requirement of the

targeted results and on the degrees of freedom

(control variables) of the optimization. In general,

the required computation time of stochastic opti-

mization approaches will be much larger than that

of direct inverse approaches (i.e., the LP methods).
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Fig. 5. Designed coupling coefficients from different methods

with a grating length of 4 cm and the LP method with 20 cm.
As a rough comparison, the CPU execution time

for the EP and LP methods based on the designed

example presented in this paper is given in the

Table 2. The EP and LP algorithms are both im-

plemented using the MATLAB5.3 program envi-

ronment and executed on a Pentium III 550-MHz
personal computer. For the design example de-

scribed above, it takes about 1–4 h to achieve an

acceptable solution while the LP algorithm needs

only 12 s. Even though it may still be possible to

reduce the computation time by implementing

more complicated algorithms (i.e., a two-stage

hybrid algorithm incorporating the artificial neural

network as the pre-processor to generate initial
populations for improving the overall efficiency), it

is quite obvious that the EP based methods should

compete with the LP based methods not on the

computation time, but on the flexibility of impos-

ing additional constrains and on the achievable

performance through stochastic search.
6. Conclusion

In this paper, we have presented an effective

FBG synthesis method based on the MOEP

method which is able to take into account multiple

optimization objectives. In our solution method

the two design objectives (the reflectivity spectrum

and the in-band dispersion profile) are strategically
aggregated into a scalar function according to

some prior understanding of the problem. This is

especially important in our design case, in which

both the performances in reflection and dispersion

spectra of the designed filter must be simulta-

neously optimized and our evolutionary algorithm

requires scalar fitness information on which the

selection process can be properly preformed. Since
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the proposed EP-based algorithm is basically a

stochastic search approach, the required compu-

tation time cannot be precisely predicted. Nor-

mally, the computation time tends to increase

when the complexity of the design targets is in-

creased. However, it has been found that the
adaptive mutation process can improve the overall

efficiency and reliability of the algorithm to a

considerable extent. Compared to the existing re-

sults from the layer-peeling inverse scattering

methods, we have demonstrated for the first time

that an optimal narrowband 25 GHz (0.2 nm)

dispersionless FBG filter with a very short grating

length of 4 cm and with a very flat in-band dis-
persion spectral profile can be obtained by using

the proposed method. This design example also

proves that our MOEP approach is an effective

method for optimally designing complicated fiber

grating devices. As a final note, except for the

longer computation time, a number of advantages

for using the proposed EP-based optimization

approaches to solve the inverse design problems of
FBGs have been identified. These advantages in-

clude the possibility to constrain the patterns of

the coupling coefficient profiles, to constrain the

fiber grating length, and to obtain better solutions

through stochastic search. These features certainly
may have great merits in designing practical fiber

grating devices with special requirements.
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